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RollsPack Security Closures: Security Level definitions
The Security products we manufacture have Tamper Evident (TE) closures that have Government
Endorsement or pending endorsement.
For ease of understanding the purpose of each TE Closure we have graded each into 4 levels
depending on their respective security level.
RollsPack Level 1: Low Risk
This a permanent closure used mainly on Courier type products.
The bag lip bonds permanently closing the satchel but has no other tampering indicators other than
destruction or showing visible entry through a mechanical (physical) means.
Film (material) used is often 3-layer co-extruded LLDPE Material for strength and durability during
transit. Displays excellent printing & graphics ability.
RollsPack Level 2: Low to Medium Risk
This a Secur-Pak range of product whereby the Tamper Evident tape is glued onto the bag or satchel,
may not have Heat but has Freezing indicators present but has an obvious Mechanical entry
indicator, whereby the TE Tape displays a VOID message in the tape and/or bag if unauthorised
intrusion is made.
There may be security side welds also on the satchel with security printing on edges.
The material used is often bi-modal or 3-layer co-ex material for strength and durability.
RollsPack Level 3: Medium Risk: Duty Free Bags
This is a Secur-Pak range of Duty-Free STEB security bag that has obvious Heat, Freezing and
Mechanical indicators. (Heat creates visual colour change in the tape)
Also, there will be Security side welds with Security print to illustrate any unauthorised entry via
interference with the side- seals itself.
Film used is either Bi-modal or 3-layer co-ex for strength, puncture resistance, excellent tear strength
and very good all-round durability.
RollsPack Level 4: High Risk: SCEC Approved.
This is the top of the range Security Satchel ‘Secur-Safe’ product.
This has all the above security features but more obvious Heat, Freezing & Mechanical indicators
plus a Fugitive ink for Saliva/Solvent/Water tampering indicator. (The heat displays a noticeable
RED hue in the tape)
Film has excellent strength, tear resistance, puncture resistance, durable and water proof.
TE tapes maybe interchangeable: DebaSafe-Plus or RollsPack-Plus, all Level 4 world-class
products.
This product provides a secure and tamper evident device that effectively prevents, protects, deters
and hinders access to the contents.
SCEC approved by Australian Government: Security Construction and Equipment Committee

